dyads (relationships between two organizations). Despite differences, nearly all definitions refer to certain common themes, including social interaction (of individuals acting on behalf of their organizations), relationships, connectedness, collaboration, collective action, trust, and cooperation. Brass et al. (2004) define a network in a very general way as "a set of nodes and the set of ties representing some relationship, or lack of relationship, between the nodes." They point out that the content of the relationships between nodes is "limited only by a researcher's imagination" (p. 795). Brass et al. provide an overarching look at organizational network research at the interpersonal, interunit, and interorganizational levels of analysis. They take a very broad approach to studying the phenomenon of social networks, focusing in particular on the antecedents and the consequences of networks at each of these levels. Citing Podolny and Page (1998) , they include in their definition of interorganizational networks a variety of forms of cooperation, including joint ventures, strategic alliances, collaborations, and consortia.
In contrast, Barringer and Harrison (2000) , in their review of the interorganizational literature, provide a different take on interorganizational relationships and networks. In a manner similar to Oliver (1990) in her earlier review of the interorganizational relationship research, Barringer and Harrison provide an overview of the different types of interorganizational relationships and go into considerable detail as to how each is different. For example, they somewhat narrowly define networks as constellations of organizations that come together through the establishment of social contracts or agreements (e.g., the provision of health services through referral systems) rather than legally binding contracts. Legally binding contracts may exist within a network, but the organization of the relationship is primarily based on the social contracts maintained (Alter & Hage, 1993; Jones, Hesterly, & Borgatti, 1997) . Barringer and Harrison define joint alliances as an arrangement between two or more firms that establish an exchange relationship but that lacks any joint ownership (Dickson & Weaver, 1997) . Thus, alliances bring firms together in a collaborative framework like networks do. However, the term alliance is broad and typically refers to dyadic partnerships that are simpler and short term in nature than is seen in networks (Barringer & Harrison, 2000) .
These are but two examples of varying definitions of networks and interorganizational relationships. In fact, Borgatti and Foster (2003) question whether we even need to consider networks as a unique organizational form because organizations are already embedded in their broader "network" of economic and social relationships (Granovetter, 1985; Podolny & Page, 1998) . Although most would argue that networks are indeed a unique organizational form, even if they are conceived by many as a hybrid form of organization (Williamson, 1991) , there has yet to be a common lexicon for studying the construct, leaving those who study networks with multiple definitions and a tangle of meanings. In 1995, Gerald Salancik called for the development of good network theories of organization. Although great strides have been made, a shared language with definite, concrete meanings in the study of networks has not been developed. In particular, it seems indispensable to distinguish between networks as a perspective (often using social network analysis as a methodology and simply capturing any relational embeddedness of organizational action) on one hand and networks as a form of governance on the other (e.g., Grabher & Powell, 2004) . This would provide scholars with at least a very basic level of precision that would help to clearly elucidate exactly what is being discussed. Only in a small number of cases are networks studied as a form of governance, regardless of whether the focus is on interorganizational networks in their broader institutional environment or taking a more managerial approach on "how to design, manage, and control networks in order to reduce uncertainties and improve competitive position" (Grabher & Powell, 2004, p. xiii) .
In this article, we make no effort to try to offer an all-encompassing definition of an interorganizational network. Rather, we focus instead on one specific type of network that has been frequently discussed but only infrequently researched, namely, a whole network consisting of multiple organizations linked through multilateral ties. A whole network is viewed here as a group of three or more organizations connected in ways that facilitate achievement of a common goal. That is, the networks we discuss are often formally established and governed and goal directed rather than occurring serendipitously (Kilduff & Tsai, 2003) . Relationships among network members are primarily nonhierarchical, and participants often have substantial operating autonomy. Network members can be linked by many types of connections and flows, such as information, materials, financial resources, services, and social support. Connections may be informal and totally trust based or more formalized, as through a contract. Examination and analysis of a whole interorganizational network includes organizations (nodes) and their relationships (ties), the absence of relationships, and the implications of both for achieving outcomes. However, unlike traditional network research, the focus here is on the structures and processes of the entire network rather than on the organizations that compose the network.
As will be discussed later, the boundaries of a whole network may be clear, as when formally specified through a network roster, or fuzzy, as when membership is self-defined. Issues of network bounding are, of course, important for understanding which organizations to include in a network study (Laumann, Marsden, & Prensky, 1983) . For the most part, network bounding is a question best answered by individual researchers based on their knowledge of a network and its activities. Broadly speaking, whole networks are bounded by including only those organizations that interact with one another in an effort to achieve a common purpose.
with other organizations, focusing on such issues as organizational trust to explain the nature and extent of an organization's involvement with others, especially through dyadic relationships such as alliances and partnerships (Gulati, 1995) . Second, although more rare (cf. Uzzi, 1997, Proposition 5a) , researchers may utilize organization-level phenomena to try to explain how individual organizations and their actions might affect outcomes at the network level, such as network structures, stability, and effectiveness. Where this approach is most likely to be found is in studies of interorganizational networks led by a hub firm (Jarillo, 1988; Sydow & Windeler, 1998) , where hub firm actions are likely to affect the entire network. Third, researchers focusing at the level of the network have tried to understand the impact of network-level structures and behaviors on individual organizations (e.g., Ahuja, 2000; Bell, 2005; Powell, Koput, & Smith-Doerr, 1996; Walker, Kogut, & Shan, 1997; Westphal, Gulati, & Shortell, 1997) . For instance, a common theme has been to examine the impact of network involvement on organizational learning or innovation. Finally, researchers at the network level may choose to study the impact of multilevel actions and structures on network level outcomes. It is this last, whole network perspective on which we focus in this review.
Theories and perspectives that focus on the individual or organizational actor have a long tradition in social research and have guided most of the knowledge about networks. These views, often referred to as egocentric, are concerned with trying to explain how involvement of an individual or organization in a network affects its actions and outcomes. For instance, some egocentric theories focus on an organization and its "embeddedness" in a network. Prominent examples in the organizational literature include work by Burkhardt and Brass (1990) , Burt (1992) , Uzzi (1997) , and Ahuja (2000) . The focus of this research is frequently on dyadic relationships between organizations (cf. Gulati, 1995) , but it sometimes goes beyond relational embeddedness by including structural and positional measures (Gulati & Gargiulo, 1999) . Although dyads are the basic building blocks of networks, dyad-focused research is in most cases limited in that the network is primarily seen as a collection of two-party relationships rather than as a unique, multiorganizational social structure or even a social system in its own right. Researchers often talk of a network of relationships, but it is not the network itself that is being studied, thus ignoring the basic network theoretical insight that actors and actor-to-actor relationships are likely to be influenced by the overall set of relationships (Mitchell, 1969 ).
Egocentric or organization-level theories and related research can help to answer questions such as (a) the impact of dyadic or network ties on organizational performance, (b) which types Provan et of links are most or least beneficial to individual network members, (c) which network positions might be most or least influential, and (d) how the position of organizations in a network might shift over time in response to changes within and outside the network. Although behavioral and process issues, such as trust and evolution, can be identified that may be unique to a particular level of network analysis, the clearest comparative distinction can be made by focusing on structural issues. Structural issues that are commonly examined and used to explain networks and network outcomes on an organizational, or egocentric, level include the following:
In-degree and out-degree centrality: Does an organization occupy a central or a more peripheral position in the network based on the number of network ties it maintains with other organizations? Degree centrality is based on the number of direct links maintained by an organization with others in the network. Calculation of in-degree and out-degree centrality is also possible and is based on the extent to which assets such as resources, information, and clients are coming into an organization from others in the network versus those being sent out to other organizations. Closeness centrality: Is an organization in a structural position to spread such assets as information or knowledge that might reside in any organization in the network, even through indirect ties? Central organizations have short "paths" (connections) to all other organizations in the network. Closeness centrality is thus calculated by considering the shortest path connecting a focal organization to any other organization in the network. Direct connections, where A is connected to B, are shorter than indirect ones, where A is connected to B only indirectly through ties to C, which is directly tied to B. Unlike the case with degree centrality, in closeness centrality, indirect connections are viewed as valuable mechanisms for exchange of network-based resources. "Betweenness" centrality: Does an organization serve as a gatekeeper within the network? If so, it must maintain intermediary links between organizations that are not directly connected with one another. Hence, the organization's betweenness centrality is calculated by considering the extent to which an individual's position in the network lies between the positions of other individuals. Multiplexity: What is the strength of the relationship an organization maintains with network partners, based on the number of types of links (e.g., research ties, joint programs, referrals, and shared personnel) connecting them? Multiplex ties are thought to be an indicator of the strength and durability of an organization's links because they enable the connection between an organization and its linkage partner to be sustained even if one type of link dissolves.
Broker relationships:
To what extent does an organization span gaps, or structural holes, in a network, and what are the implications of this for the organization? Organizations that span "structural holes" (Burt, 1992) are considered to be brokers, often occupying positions of considerable influence. Cliques: Cliques are clusters of three or more organizations connected to one another. At the egocentric level, the extent of an organization's connectedness to a clique may affect organizational outcomes in ways that are different than when the organization is connected only through a dyad.
Network-level theories draw on and use many of the behavior, process, and structure ideas and measures developed by organization-level researchers. However, the focus is not on the individual organization but on explaining properties and characteristics of the network as a whole. The key consideration is outcomes at the network level rather than for the individual organizations that compose the network. The input may be either the individual organization or the interorganizational network. For instance, instead of examining how organizational centrality might affect the performance or level of influence of individual member organizations, a network-level perspective would focus on overall network structures and processes, such as centralization or density of the network as a whole. Network-level characteristics would be determined, compared across networks or over time, and then used to answer questions such as how overall sustainability or absorptive capacity of the network could be enhanced or how the multiorganizational services provided to a customer or client group might be strengthened. This perspective presumes that a network involves many organizations collaboratively working toward a more or less common goal and that the success of one network organization may or may not be critical to the success of the entire network and its customer or client group. The preference is for optimization of the whole network even if it comes at the cost of local maximization for any node or group of nodes in the network.
Work at the network level has blossomed during the past decade, but it has primarily been conceptual (cf. Dhanaraj & Parkhe, 2006; Koka, Madhavan, & Prescott, 2006) , anecdotal, or based on single, descriptive case studies performed at one point in time. Most prominently, whole networks have been the object of study in research on health (Morrissey, Calloway, Bartko, Ridgley, Goldman, & Paulson, 1994; Provan & Milward, 1995; Provan, Nakama, Veazie, Teufel-Shone, & Huddleston, 2003) , but comparative empirical work has also been done in other settings (Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004; Safford, 2004) . These and other studies utilize many of the structural issues previously discussed in this section for organizationlevel networks. Typically, these structural issues are aggregated across an entire network and then compared with those of other networks providing similar services. Unique networklevel properties may also be considered in these types of studies, including the following:
Density: What is the overall level of connectedness among organizations in the network? Are some networks more fully connected than others? And, more importantly, how much density is beneficial versus detrimental to effectiveness of the network? Higher levels of density are not necessarily advantageous, especially in light of the increased coordination burden placed on network members. Fragmentation and structural holes: Are all or most network members connected, either directly or indirectly (i.e., through another organization), or is the network broken into fragments of unconnected organizations, dyads, and cliques? Fragmented networks may exhibit connections among organizations that are themselves unconnected or only loosely connected to other clusters of connected organizations. This means that the network has many structural holes. Governance: What mechanism is used to govern and/or manage the overall network? Even if networks are considered as a distinct form of governance, the mechanism used can considerably vary and range from self-governance, to hub-firm or lead-organization governed, to a network administrative organization (NAO) model.
Centralization:
To what extent are one or a few organizations in the network considerably more centrally connected than others? Highly centralized networks may be organized in a manner approximating a hub-and-spoke pattern, recently popularized as "scale free" networks (Barabasi, 2002) . Decentralized networks are far more dispersed, with links spread more evenly among members. Cliques: What is the clique structure of the overall network? (See recent work by Rowley, Greve, Rao, Baum, and Shipilov [2005] on the topic.) How many cliques exist? Which types of organizations are involved? How large are the cliques? Are they connected to other cliques or fragmented? How much overlap is there across cliques, depending on the type of link involved (e.g., shared information or joint programs; cf. Provan & Sebastian, 1998)? organizational level of analysis. This literature is far less extensive than the general literature on interorganizational networks, but, as we contended earlier, it is an important topic that we believe has been underaddressed. This review is an attempt to present what work has been done at the whole network level of analysis, pointing out some of the differences and commonalities and then discussing where future research might best be headed.
Method
In an effort to identify recent empirical work done on whole interorganizational networks, we undertook an extensive review of the literature. We first conducted a search for journal articles utilizing both Academic Search Premier (http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost) and InfoTrac OneFile (http://find.galegroup.com). Consistent with the broad range of definitions of networks in the literature, our search terms included networks, interorganizational networks, consortia, whole networks, clusters, and alliances. Initially, we did not restrict the subject area within which the search was conducted. We also limited the search to the 20-year period from 1985 to 2005 because most empirical work on networks has been done in recent years and because the study of networks is still relatively new. The results were then analyzed for an indication of relevance to the field of organization studies. Because many network studies exist in a variety of fields, we were often able to quickly discard those articles falling outside of studies of networks and organizations. For example, many articles in computer science address computer networks, and many in the health field deal with neural networks.
After the initial analysis, we culled through the abstracts of the articles that remained. Often, the abstracts provided us with ample information about the methods and unit of analysis. Based on a reading of these abstracts, we were able to eliminate the many articles that focused on individuals and their social networks. We also eliminated those articles that focused on single organizations and their ties to others in a network, or what we discussed above as egocentric network studies. We found that egocentric networks make up the vast majority of research on networks in sociology and organization studies. Once relevant articles and potentially relevant articles were identified, we went on to read the complete articles to make sure that each fit the requirements of the search.
Each article that fulfilled the requirement of focusing on interorganizational networks studied at the network level of analysis was then indexed. A summary was produced for each article, which listed the sector in which the network appeared, the type of research conducted (analytic or descriptive), the number of networks involved, the type of data (e.g., crosssectional or longitudinal), the mode of network governance, the abstract, and the key findings. The article summaries provided us with easily identifiable markers for comparisons of the research being conducted in the field.
In addition to this initial search, we also specifically conducted searches within the fields of administration or management (in public, nonprofit, and business sectors), sociology, and health care. Both Academic Search Premier and InfoTrac OneFile allow researchers to limit results to a specific discipline or area of interest. To specifically search within a discipline, a search can be conducted by choosing keywords and selecting a publication subject. For example, to search within only the sociology literature, one needs to choose sociology as the publication subject in combination with the keywords of the search to obtain results specifically within sociology journals. These searches were conducted in the same manner as that mentioned above, with limitations placed only in the subject field. The results were much the same, with a few exceptions. We also did searches within specific journals in each of these fields to act as another check on the extensive literature. For example, we did searches solely within Academy of Management Journal to ensure that our initial searches were thorough and complete.
Our final list of reviewed articles included 26 empirical network-level studies. All studies included in our review had to involve some type of data collection and analysis. Some studies included egocentric findings but were included if they also showed results at the network level. Studies that heavily focused on a single network organization, such as a hub firm, rather than on the network as a whole were excluded (e.g., Browning et al., 1995) . Although our review was thorough, we make no claims that it is exhaustive. Thus, despite our best efforts, we may well have unintentionally omitted a small number of network-level studies from the review.
Recent developments in the field of networks include transnational networks and policy networks. Because of the strict definition of network on which we relied in our exploration of the literature, these studies were eliminated from consideration. Transnational networks include social networks of contacts, as in the cases of migrant networks (Wiley-Hardwick, 2005) and corporate multinational networks. Within organizational transnational networks, those studies we uncovered consisted of a network of many units or nonautonomous organizations owned by the same corporation. The parent company oversees the administration of the network, and, as such, the network is more of a set of intraorganizational ties rather than interorganizational ties (Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1990) . Similarly, policy networks (Laumann & Knoke, 1987) , or advocacy networks (e.g., Trubek, Mosher, & Rothstein, 2000) , were also not included in our study. These networks, such as the Transatlantic Policy Network, consisted not only of multiple businesses, nonprofits, and government agencies but also individual lawmakers and intellectuals, all of whom are working toward a common policy goal or set of goals.
We also excluded from our search those studies that exclusively focused on pieces of whole networks, such as subnetworks or cliques. This includes many studies of small world networks (see Watts, 1999; Watts & Strogatz, 1998) , which typically focus on the actions and ties of individuals or subgroups within a broader network of relations (cf. Davis, Yoo, & Baker, 2003; Uzzi & Spiro, 2005) . Some of this literature also focuses on strategic alliances between individual organizations (i.e., Madhavan, Gnyawali, & He, 2004; Schilling & Phelps, 2005) . This is not to say that small world networks are unimportant; indeed, many advances in network studies are being made using this perspective. For example, in their study of small world networks, Madhavan et al. (2004) tease out what they call a "mesolevel" between dyads and networks, specifically the triads found in small world networks. However, for purposes of this literature review, small world networks largely fall in the gray area between levels of analysis in network studies and were thus excluded, unless they had clear implications for understanding whole network properties (see Baum, Shipilov, & Rowley, 2003) .
The extant literature on networks is extremely large. Considering all of the academic journal articles on networks would result in more than 50,000 articles. When one starts placing limits on the networks to only focus on organizational networks, the numbers are considerably smaller. Table 2 provides a listing of the number of "hits" we encountered using each of the two search engines and using each of our search terms.
As noted above, we also searched individual management and organization-oriented journals in a number of fields. Table 3 shows the results of this search, providing the number of network articles that appear in representative journals. These are the specific journals in which we conducted independent searches as a means for cross-checking our previous searches. These numbers include any article that references the word network, regardless of what type of network to which it is referring. In addition, the total number of hits does not differentiate between theoretical and empirical research. When multiple articles appeared to have the same or similar authors, with a few exceptions, our criterion for selection was that the research had to be conducted on a unique database that was not repeated in other articles. When this occurred, we selected the one article from that database that appeared to best match our search criteria.
Search Findings
A summary of our literature review findings is presented in Table 4 . This table outlines the basic characteristics of each study we included and briefly summarizes the key findings.
Several distinct themes emerged in the empirical research we explored. For one thing, most of the network-level studies included in our review were comparative in nature (i.e., they contrasted at least two whole networks). Although the studies by some researchers (e.g., Baum et al., 2003; Krätke, 2002; Lipparani & Lomi, 1999; Soda & Usai, 1999) restricted their analysis to only one network, quite a few others tried to compare the substructures of one complete network with another, often longitudinally (e.g., Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004; Powell et al., 2005; Provan et al., 2003; Provan, Isett, & Milward, 2004) .
Another clear finding is that the studies we reviewed often addressed networks within the health and human services sector (14 of 26). We were not sure why this was the case, although we can speculate that it may have to do with the greater prevalence of funding for health services research because multinetwork research is costly and time-consuming. In addition, the network level may be seen by researchers as more relevant in health care because collaboration is significantly less driven by the organizations' self-serving profit interest. Network-level studies within private industry (9) and other sectors (3) did, however, begin appearing more regularly after 1999. In fact, 10 of the 12 articles focusing on the non-health and human services sectors occurred in or after 1999, suggesting increased interest in the topic by business management scholars. The studies were also evenly divided between cross-sectional and longitudinal data (12 and 13 articles, respectively). Longitudinal studies were also more likely to have more recently occurred, consistent with the more recent evolution of thought and study on whole networks. Nine of the 13 longitudinal studies have appeared since 2000. As one might expect, the exploration of network evolution and development was a theme of all the longitudinal studies we reviewed. Although there has been considerable discussion in the network literature on the evolution of interorganizational relationships in a network context (cf. Gulati & Gargiulo, 1999; Ring & Van de Ven, 1994) , there has been scant discussion concerning how full networks evolve (for an exception, see the conceptual article by Koka et al. [2006] and empirical studies by Human and Provan [2000] and Powell et al. [2005] ). From the studies we reviewed, it appears that networks have similar patterns of evolution (Human & Provan, 2000) and that their development occurs at multiple levels from the macro network level to the more micro individual organization level (Venkatraman & Lee, 2004) . However, we know very little about the process of network development, such as how whole network structures evolve over time and how or if these multilateral relationships are managed.
We also conducted a more substantive review process, focusing on the specific issues addressed in the 26 studies. Although some overlap is inevitable, our observations fall into two broad categories of findings: (a) network properties and processes associated with whole networks, such as structure, development or evolution, and governance and (b) network outcomes. Olson, 1965) and provided opportunities for bargaining processes to define shared interests. Structural change was more apparent in the rural system. This was in part because of the relative lack of an interorganizational structure in the rural system at the beginning of the demonstration project.
The urban system was well organized to begin with, so change was not as apparent, using structural equivalence analysis. The authors expected the rural system to have higher density and centralization scores with lower fragmentation scores at Time 2. However, the rural system became less centralized, denser, less complex, and, in the information exchange system, more fragmented.
(continued) The network exhibited not only a very marked functional differentiation but also a high degree of density, centralization, and cohesion (no subclusters despite the size of the network). Both especially large companies in the cluster (e.g., studio providers, production and postproduction firms) had a high level of centrality and seem-as lead firms-to play a coordinating role in the network. Centrality of the firms is interpreted as integration in the network. Surprisingly, television channels-the main clients of this industry-do not occupy a central position leading the author to the conclusion that the transaction relations of the cluster need to be seen in the supralocal and regional context. Some of the regional institutions (a college, a media initiative, and a bank) were densely connected to the firms in the cluster. Network structure. Many of the studies reviewed specifically addressed the structure of whole networks, focusing in particular on density, centralization, and the existence of subnetworks or cliques. Findings suggested that both general network structure and the positioning of each organization within the network influence the information that is conveyed through the network (Lipparini & Lomi, 1999) . The density of ties in a network, particularly density overlap, tends to increase over time (Venkatraman & Lee, 2004) . Although centralization facilitates integration and coordination in a network (Provan & Milward, 1995) , density and centralization cannot simultaneously be maximized (Morrissey et al., 1994) . Some tradeoff between the two must occur, and the existence of a large number of ties does not necessarily mean that the network is centralized. Different network patterns also differently age, with some past structures exerting stronger effects on performance than current ones. Time may modify the flow through the network as density and centralization change and one form of network structure benefits over another (Soda, Usai, & Zaheer, 2004) . In the same way, two structurally similar networks originally at different levels of system development will develop in relatively the same way over time (Johnsen, Morrissey, & Calloway, 1996) .
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In addition, there is some trade-off between centralization and differentiation. High differentiation occurs with low centralization, suggesting that attempting a broad scope of activity is difficult to centrally coordinate (Bazzoli, Hramata, & Chan, 1998) . High differentiation in networks proves to be important for the identification of unique clusters of organizations within networks (Bazzoli et al., 1998) . Clusters can be created out of convenience, as in cases of geographic clustering (cf. Hendry, Brown, Defillippi, & Hassink, 1999; OwenSmith & Powell, 2004) . But they also can be created based on the provision of a certain set of services (Fried, Johnsen, Starrett, Calloway, & Morrissey, 1998; Morrissey et al., 1994; Provan & Sebastian, 1998) . Cliques, subnetworks, or clusters within networks are prevalent and can play important roles in the creation of positive outcomes. For example, Provan and Sebastian (1998) discovered that network effectiveness can be explained through the intensive integration (where service links overlap) via network cliques.
Network development. With half the studies being longitudinal, network development, or evolution, was a major theme of the studies reviewed. Network development may be seen as the result of the use not only of resources but also of rules and norms produced as steering mechanisms to drive development of the network (Sydow & Windeler, 1998) . These rules are dependent on the meanings the individual actors attach to them, so the development of the network is dependent on the knowledge of those mechanisms and the meanings, goals, and values of all organizations within the network (Lipparini & Lomi, 1999; Van Raak & Paulus, 2001) . A key group of nodes (organizations) within the network and their leaders often play a central role as the main carriers of those rules and practices, often reflecting the environment in which they are situated (Hendry et al., 1999) . The practices and commitments of those key nodes may result in the development of dominant logics at the network and community levels (Bazzoli et al., 1998; Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004) . In other words, a dominant core within the network may drive how the network develops and/or evolves. These few organizations, marked by multiple connections and "rich get richer" relationships, set the pace for the entire network, at least under certain conditions Knight & Pye, 2005; Powell et al., 2005) .
Networks and subnetworks are often formed based on a firms' preoccupations with past partners and their partners' partners as a means of creating embedded relationships that foster cooperation (Gulati & Gargiulo, 1999) . As Baum et al. (2003) found in their study of subnetworks in Canadian banking, past relationships work to shape future relationships between organizations and the way the network operates as a whole. These relationships are not, however, necessarily stable over time. For instance, Powell et al. (2005) found that collaborations are often cross-cutting, suggesting that a collaborator at time one may be a competitor at a later time. This suggests that a more in-depth analysis of the outcomes of ties, rather than a focus purely on the durability of ties, may be more useful for understanding the evolution of a network. It also suggests that certain network properties, such as structural holes and closures, should not be seen as conflicting concepts, but, rather, they should be viewed as complementary and shifting, which is what Soda et al. (2004) found. In general, interorganizational networks can thus be characterized by the evolution of a rich variety of relationships or ties (Araujo & Brito, 1997) .
Resource availability also strongly influences the ability to gain legitimacy and facilitate network development. As seen in Bazzoli et al. (2003) , the availability of grant funding greatly influenced partnership formation and the perceived legitimacy of both organizations and the network. Legitimacy and reputation are generally very important in collaborations, particularly in networks where collaborations among organizations within a network vary over time. Powell et al. (2005) discovered that a few densely connected organizations dominated the network and were found to be key actors in collaborations within those networks. Although network multiconnectivity as a whole increased during the 11-year period of their study, those few key actors seen as the most reputable maintained control over the network over time. This is true also of key organizations even when there is no control over the allocation of available resources in the network, as shown by Bazzoli et al. (1998) . Key organizations can shape the evolution of the network by focusing time and energy on educating stakeholders and other organizations within the network.
Network governance. As previously mentioned, the mode of governance is also a critical aspect of whole network research, although as found in our review, the explicit study of governance has not been common. Governance may have definite impacts on network outcomes, as evidenced by the Provan and Milward (1995) study comparing four mental health service delivery networks. However, a gap appears to exist in the literature in understanding how interorganizational networks govern themselves. Although networks are seen as mechanisms not only of social embeddedness but also of coordination and governance (Grabher & Powell, 2004; Jones et al., 1997) , few empirical examinations exist exploring how activities occurring within a network are managed and coordinated. Relationships between organizations in a network are understood to be either informally maintained, through the structure of the network (Coleman, 1990 ) and norms of reciprocity and trust (Alter & Hage, 1993) , or formally maintained, through the existence of contracts, rules, and regulations (Coleman, 1990; Kogut, 2000; Ostrom, 1990) . However, these formal and informal control mechanisms protect organizations in their relationships to each other (as dyads) and not the network's activities as a whole. In addition, there has, until recently, been an implicit but incorrect assumption that networks do not significantly differ. The assumption is that they are an answer to market failure (Williamson, 1991) , and, as such, they are all essentially similar in form, being primarily different from markets and hierarchies (cf. Powell, 1990) . We are thus left with an understanding of why networks may be a superior mode of governance but not of how they are themselves governed.
We utilized the typology recently proposed by Provan and Kenis (2006) to identify the governance mechanisms within the networks in each article we reviewed. This typology identifies three distinct types of governance within networks: shared governance, lead organization governed, and NAO governed. Shared governance networks occur when the organizations composing the network collectively work to make both strategic and operational decisions about how the network operates. There is no unique, formal governance structure other than through the collaborative interactions among members themselves. Control over activities may be formally conducted through meetings of network members or more informally conducted through ongoing interactions and collaboration.
Lead-organization or hub-firm (Dhanaraj & Parkhe, 2006; Jarillo, 1988; Sydow & Windeler, 1998 ) governance occurs in networks in which all organizations may share a common purpose but where there is a more powerful, perhaps larger, organization that has sufficient resources and legitimacy to play a lead role. Although the organizations within the network may regularly interact with one another, activities and decision making are coordinated through a single organization, as in the case of Japanese keiretsu, or a small group of organizations that is responsive to network members. A lead organization provides products and services and conducts business much like the other members of the network but is, in addition, responsible for the maintenance of existing internal relationships and the development of external relationships.
NAO governance is similar in nature to the lead organization model in that all activities and decisions are coordinated through one organization (cf. Human & Provan, 2000) . The difference is that the NAO is an organization (or even an individual) specifically created to oversee the network. Unlike the lead organization, the NAO is not involved in the manufacturing of goods or provision of services, as is the case with network members. The task of the NAO may be primarily to support (rather than execute) network leadership so that this type of governance may sometimes coexist with one of the other two.
Although we did not, of course, expect this new typology to appear in the existing literature, we did expect to find some indication of how each of the networks we reviewed is maintained and governed. In fact, very few articles specifically identified the governance model (e.g., Bazzoli et al., 1998; Johnsen et al., 1996; Provan & Milward, 1995) . Several articles neglected to address governance at all (e.g., Hendry et al., 1999) , and most others only implicitly did so. As with effectiveness, the articles were distinctly divided, with more attention paid to governance by those researchers who explored networks within the health and human services sector. Even so, a clear identification of governance within those studies in health and human services was far from universal. Of the articles reporting findings in the health and human services, 7 of the 14, or half, explicitly defined the network governance structure. For those articles lacking a specific explication of the governance structure, we attempted to identify the type of governance from the descriptions of the samples from which the data were gathered and were able to confidently do so in most cases. However, in some of the larger samples, it was unclear or varied across networks. For example, in their 2003 article on community care networks, Bazzoli et al. studied 25 networks with varied governance structures. Some of these networks are known to have NAO models of governance; however, it was unclear if all 25 networks followed the same pattern.
The beginnings of a pattern of studying the modes of governance can be seen in the literature on whole networks. Mainly, networks in business or private industry were more likely to have a self-governance model than were those networks in the health and human services, which were more likely to have either a lead organization or, more often, a NAO model. In some European countries (e.g., Germany), the NAO model is also quite common because it is expected to stimulate public sector-private sector interactions in networks or clusters. Though not necessarily mandated by the government, some national or regional development programs may specifically recommend the NAO model (http://www.kompetenznetze.de).
Network Outcomes
Another theme that emerged in at least some of the studies was network outcomes, especially network effectiveness and learning. Although few studies explicitly measured effectiveness, it was an underlying theme in much of the research. Provan and Milward's (1995) study of four mental health networks was a first attempt to directly study effectiveness. Others have since addressed the topic, though only for studies focusing on health and human services. This may be because of the nature of what networks in the health and human services sector do. They generally provide services, sometimes to vulnerable populations such as the elderly or mentally ill, and are often funded in part via third parties or the government. As a result, organizations in this sector may need to be responsive to collective indicators of effectiveness. In business, more attention may be paid to matters of efficiency rather than effectiveness and to organizational rather than network-level outcomes. Ultimately, effectiveness will mean different things to each network and to each sector in which a network exists.
Although most of the studies reviewed indicated, at least implicitly, the performance enhancing effects of networks, interorganizational networks do not always result in positive outcomes. Indeed, under certain conditions a cooperative network can have negative effects on the whole economy (e.g., as in the case of cartels) and may prove to be a structural source of unstable competitive advantage between organizations (Soda & Usai, 1999) or even between regions (Grabher, 1993) . Networks can also fail. For instance, Human and Provan (2000) found that the sustainability of networks was largely dependent on both internal and external legitimacy and support in the early stages of evolution. They concluded that networks that are formally constructed and do not emerge out of previous relationships are more likely to fail. Along similar lines, Baum et al. (2003) found that the stability of the whole network is in part dependent on the types of relationships occurring within subnetworks, based on their small world properties. As subnetworks evolve, the stability of the network will be determined by the nature of the organizations' status within the network. Core organizations and their subnetworks will tend to stabilize the entire network, whereas actors that are more peripheral will destabilize it. Indeed, the social and informational influences created by networks can also result in undesirable adaptation and evolution (Kraatz, 1998) . Provan et al. / Empirical Literature on Whole Networks 505 Effectiveness is also related to the concept of network learning. For instance, Kraatz (1998) found that network ties influence the way organizations evolve from an institutional isomorphism perspective (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) . Organizations are more likely to imitate a particular professional program if they are tied to a successful early adopter of innovation. Without those network ties, or with ties to less successful organizations, both the network and the individual organization members may not be successful. In other words, the organization learns from those organizations around them, and as they evolve, the network is more likely to evolve in ways that lead to network effectiveness. Without learning and evolution, the network may fail. Outcomes at the network level occur where a new alignment among network interpretations, structures, and practice occurs (Knight & Pye, 2005) . The practices, structures, and interpretations within a network must be both widespread and enduring, yet they need not be universal, to result in network outcomes. Network learning occurs, but at a somewhat different pace and in a different order than is found in the traditional conceptions of learning. The traditional conception of learning consists of three ordered steps: defining meaning, developing commitment, and developing method. Knight and Pye (2005) found that although all three stages are also required in network learning, they need not and often do not occur in that order.
Network learning and successful evolution are often dependent on distinct role-players within the network. The outcomes of network learning appear at the network level of analysis, but the actual learning often occurs at a level slightly below the network level (Knight & Pye, 2005) . Owen-Smith and found that key organizations acted as the keepers of the rules and practices of the network, resulting in the development of dominant logics that set the pace within the network. Similarly, in their comparison of a rural and an urban network, Fried et al. (1998) found that certain organizations dominated the networks, thereby influencing the way in which the networks evolved. These organizations were not necessarily the official lead organizations within the network; rather, they were organizations that were dominant because of resource richness or contextual factors such as geographic proximity (see also, Hendry et al., 1999; Lipparini & Lomi, 1999) .
Future Directions for Whole Network Research
The broadest conclusion that can be drawn from the empirical literature on whole networks, or interoganizational networks studied at the network level, is that there is simply not very much of it. There is, especially, very little work on business networks, which is somewhat surprising in light of the large number of organizational network studies that have been published in business sectors during the past 20 years. Because there have been so few empirical studies on whole networks, it seems premature at this point to review and analyze the extant literature beyond what we have already done. Rather, it seems more useful to build on what we know and do not know to discuss those areas where future researchers might most productively focus their efforts. Consistent with the themes of our review, we focus on the two broad areas of network properties and processes (structure, development, and governance) and network outcomes, primarily effectiveness. Our ideas for what is needed in each area are discussed below. These recommendations will then be followed by a discussion of what we 506 Journal of Management / June 2007 see as the primary methodological issues that must be overcome if significant progress is to be made on the topic.
Network Properties and Processes
Network structure. The structure of relationships among members has probably been the most frequently studied aspect of networks. This is certainly true for social networks, and it has been a common theme that has emerged from the literature on whole networks. One reason for this is the frequent collection of relational data and the availability of network analytical software, such as UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002) . Despite all we know at this point regarding certain aspects of network structure, there are many questions that have not been adequately addressed, especially at the whole network level.
• Are certain network structures more effective than others? For instance, do networks with small world properties (Watts, 1999) more effectively operate than do networks that are more densely and directly connected? Provan and Milward (1995) found that integrated health and human services networks were more effective only if integration occurred through a central coordinating entity. Do these findings hold for business networks? Are there other structural properties that are critical for overall network effectiveness, such as the presence of structural holes (Burt, 1992) or overlapping cliques (Provan & Sebastian, 1998 )? • Are the structural properties that are most predictive of network behaviors, processes, and outcomes when studying interpersonal social networks also likely to explain the behavior, processes, and outcomes of whole interorganizational networks? • What is the role that policy entities, especially government, play in shaping and constraining the structure of relationships within interorganizational networks, especially those that are formed through mandate? • In general, what are the critical factors that affect the emergence of different network structural forms? For instance, do structures differ across whole networks in different sectors, across networks having different functions, or across evolutionary stages?
Network governance. We have already discussed the fact that network governance has only implicitly been considered in many of the network-level studies we reviewed. However, it is important to explicitly consider network governance. Unlike dyadic relationships, which are managed by the organizations themselves, and unlike serendipitous networks, which have no formal governance structures at all, the activities of whole, goal-directed networks must generally be managed and governed if they are to be effective. We have already outlined three "pure" forms of governance that may be utilized: shared governance, lead organization governance, and NAO governance. Whether these three forms will stand up to the scrutiny of in-depth empirical analysis remains to be seen. But regardless of the specific form that governance may take, there are a number of important questions that must be addressed.
• What are the basic forms of network governance, and how do they operate? Do the governance forms discussed by Provan and Kenis (2006) • Are certain forms of governance more effective for whole networks than others, and, if so, under what specific conditions will one form be best? And how is network performance affected when a particular governance form is mandated? • How do governance forms emerge, and how do they become institutionalized? It may be, for instance, that nonmandated governance forms typically change as the network grows and matures, or it may instead be that, once established, a particular governance form becomes reinforced despite changing external conditions. • When, how, and under which circumstances will the governance form of a particular interorganizational network change? Will this change be deliberate or be path dependent and proceed on any specific "organizational track" (Hinings & Greenwood, 1988) or interorganizational track?
Network development. One of the main ways in which all forms of network research have changed during recent years is that longitudinal research has become much more prevalent, opening the way to in-depth consideration of network development. This is a welcome change because there is only a limited amount we can know about networks when focusing on their static properties. Nonetheless, there is still very little we know about network dynamics (Bell, den Ouden, & Ziggers, 2006) , especially when focusing on whole interorganizational networks. One reason for this is the difficulty in obtaining data during an extended period, even when relying on secondary data. In addition, although changes in social networks may be observable during a relatively short period, it may take years for whole networks to change in significant ways. There have been few studies of whole network evolution (cf. Human & Provan, 2000; Lerch, Sydow, & Provan, 2006; Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004; Powell et al., 2005) , and these have suggested a number of directions that the study of network evolution might proceed.
• How do networks evolve from early birth to maturity and beyond? Does evolution occur in predictable ways, either in specific evolutionary stages or based on environmental conditions and internal pressures and changes? Human and Provan (2000) found that small-firm manufacturing networks do go through predictable stages, although it is unclear when these stages begin and end and what specific network characteristics explain each stage.
• Are there critical prenetwork activities and structures that predict successful network evolution?
Prior work on dyadic relations has suggested the importance of preexisting ties (Gulati, 1995; Gulati & Gargiulo, 1999) and the establishment of trust. However, these findings are at the dyadic level, and many whole network relationships are newly established, not being built on preexisting ties. It may be, however, that prior network experience with other organizations not in the new network may be predictive of the successful emergence of a new network of relationships.
• Do networks continually shift and evolve in significant ways, or does network stability emerge at some point as an important factor for explaining network success? Networks have traditionally been discussed as highly flexible entities (Powell, 1990) , but work by Provan and Milward (1995) has found that overall system change can be detrimental and that stability is an important factor for explaining network effectiveness. Other networks have even been found to be quite inert or persistent. Can this persistence, as suggested by Walker et al. (1997) regarding the impact of networks on organizations, be described in terms of path dependencies? • To what extent can a whole network be stable (dynamic) despite significant changes at the subsystem or organizational level (cf. Kilduff, Tsai, & Hanke, 2006) ? What, then, is the impact of network structural characteristics on its development? For instance, how does network homophily (i.e., similarity of members) or its clique structure (Rowley et al., 2005) enhance or constrain the ways in which the network can grow? • How does network-level trust evolve? There has been quite a bit of work done on trust in networks (cf. Gulati, 1995; Zaheer, McEvily, & Perrone, 1998) , but it has focused on dyadic relationships. However, it is unclear whether network-level trust is the same thing and how it emerges. For instance, in their study of the evolution of chronic disease prevention networks, Provan et al. (2003) found that despite the increase in density of ties as the network evolved, measures of trust across the network actually declined. Provan and colleagues attributed this finding to the fact that the new relationships were untested and not deep. Organizations were willing to connect to new partners, but trust would take longer to develop.
Network Outcomes
Network outcomes in general, and effectiveness in particular, are critical issues when studying whole networks. If organizations are involved in networks solely for their own benefit, then one may question the viability of even studying whole networks. It is only when the interorganizational network itself has value that network members have an incentive to consider relationships beyond the ones they maintain on their own. This, perhaps, is the primary reason why such a large number of the network-level studies we reviewed focused on the health and human services sector. Organizations in this sector are traditionally more mission driven (Moore, 2000) , and thus their strategies may be far more focused on broad client-based outcomes that go beyond the success of individual organizations. Community needs and interests play an important role in guiding organizational behaviors. In contrast, in business sectors, organizations tend to be far more bottom-line oriented, interested in responding to the self-interested goals of key organization-level stakeholders. Thus, the effectiveness of the network as a whole may appear to some to be less important than the performance of individual firms. That said, network-level effectiveness can be and is important in business. For instance, effective business networks can promote economic development in a region (Safford, 2004) , act as a catalyst for innovation (Powell et al., 2005) , stimulate new product development (Browning et al., 1995) , and foster networkwide learning (Kraatz, 1998) .
The relative lack of studies examining network effectiveness was somewhat surprising. If we are to understand about networks and network performance, then it is essential that network effectiveness be addressed. In part, the problem may be that few have studied network evolution during a sufficiently long period to understand why interorganizational networks might succeed or fail at their mission. In part, it may also be that, like organizational effectiveness, network effectiveness is not readily measured or understood. In fact, what may be a positive outcome for the network as a whole (e.g., improving innovation, economic activity, or community well-being) may prove detrimental to one or more individual network members, as when innovations are implemented by some firms but not others, making the innovators more competitive relative to others in the network.
What are the key issues concerning network effectiveness that need to be addressed if progress in the area of effectiveness on whole networks is to be made? Our review of the literature has suggested several.
• What do we mean by network effectiveness, and how should it be operationalized? We have already discussed that the focus must be at the network level rather than at the level of individual organization members. However, it is not clear who should benefit. Provan and Milward (2001) discussed measurement of effectiveness in the public and nonprofit sectors, suggesting that stakeholders at three levels must be considered: community, network, and organization or participant. These levels may not be appropriate for all business networks, but their work suggests the importance of considering multiple stakeholders having potentially conflicting, or at least different, goals. In addition, what is considered an effective network by some may not be viewed as having positive societal outcomes, as seen in work on illegal or "dark" networks (Baker & Faulkner, 1993; Raab & Milward, 2003) .
• Consistent with the above point, are there certain network outcomes that can be viable alternatives to direct measurement of effectiveness? For instance, to what extent are proximate outcomes such as network learning (Knight & Pye, 2005) or network innovation (Powell et al., 2005) ultimately related to effectiveness? • What is the impact of mandate on network effectiveness? Although many networks are formed from the bottom up by the members themselves, others have structures and composition that are imposed by an external entity, especially government. This is especially true in the public and nonprofit sectors, but it may also be true in business, particularly when a government entity provides funding and structure for economic development or innovation (cf. Lerch et al., 2006; Lutz, 1997 ).
• What is the relationship between effective dyadic ties and effectiveness at the network level? Is it simply cumulative (i.e., more effective dyads lead to more effective networks), or do conflicting goals and effectiveness measures at the organization level (based on dyadic connections) constrain network-level effectiveness? • What effect, if any, does network effectiveness and/or its measurement have on the development of a network (Sydow, 2004) and, especially, on the choice of the actual form of network governance?
Methodological Issues
One of the main explanations for the relative lack of work on whole networks is because of problems with the research methods required for meaningful analysis. Ideally, a network-level study would require researchers to study multiple networks during a period of years. Such work is generally very time-consuming and costly. It is certainly true that traditional network research, focusing on dyads or on the antecedents or consequences of network involvement for individual organizations, may also be complicated and costly. However, the problem is one of unit of analysis. That is, when studying the organization-network interface, the unit of analysis is the organization, and researchers can collect data on many organizations, both within a single network or across many different networks. When studying whole networks, however, it may take studying interactions among 30, 50, or more organizations to research a single network. Trying to generalize would mean collecting data on perhaps 30 to 40 different networks, a daunting task. Although no such study has yet to be undertaken, larger-scale network studies have been conducted in the health services sector. As noted earlier, one of the reasons for this may be that there are more sources of research funding in health care than in business, allowing larger-scale studies to be attempted (cf. Bazzoli et al., 1998; Fried et al., 1998; Morrissey et al., 1994; Provan & Milward, 1995) .
Another methodological problem is the issue of network bounding. When studying egocentric networks, what constitutes the network is typically defined as the network of relationships maintained by the focal organization. With serendipitous networks, the network is defined in terms of whatever relationships exist. For research on whole networks, however, network boundaries generally must be more carefully defined and delineated so that it is clear which nodes and ties are included in the network and which are not. This can be a difficult issue. Should only those organizations that are listed on the formal network roster be included? What if there is no such list? Should a reputational sampling approach be used? What happens when there is a formal list of network participants but many of them are involved in name only? Which ones should be included and which ones dropped? Should the network be delineated in terms of who is interacting with so-called core network members whose activities are central to the mission and goal of the network? If so, does this not constitute sampling on the dependent variable? These and other questions are critical if research on whole networks is to be successfully done in ways that can be replicated by others.
Finally, there is a clear need to study interorganizational networks not only during a longer period at different levels of analysis but also using quantitative and qualitative methods of inquiry. So far, most networks have been studied using either qualitative and secondary data or standardized questionnaires and structural network analysis (Borgatti et al., 2002) , but not both. Although there is hardly any serious alternative to these quantitative methods for studying large-scale networks, additional insights into the structure and content of relationships, their development over time, the initial conditions at founding, and changing contexts could be gained by the additional use of qualitative methodologies such as narrative interviews and participant observation. These methods would prove to be especially useful for understanding the functioning of networks as a unique form of governance and why different modes of governance might be appropriate for different types of networks and at different stages of network development.
Conclusion
This article has provided a comprehensive overview of studies of whole networks, reviewing empirical studies carried out during the past 20 years at the interorganizational network level of analysis. In sharp contrast to the abundant network research at the individual organization level, especially with a focus on dyadic relationships, network-level research is still of a manageable size for a review article like this. On the more critical side, research on whole networks has, so far, left many important questions unanswered. Apart from giving an overview of empirical studies of whole networks, another aim of this article has been to raise such important questions, especially in regard to network structure, network governance, network development, network outcomes or effectiveness, and network-level methodology.
Rather than trying to independently address these questions, network-level researchers can and should draw on many of the theoretical and methodological insights gained from more micro-level analyses. For instance, the insights gained regarding trust building from research at the organizational level, in both dyadic relations and more complex networks of relationships (Bachmann & Zaheer, 2006) , may be used to study this process in whole networks. At Provan et al. / Empirical Literature on Whole Networks 511 the same time, it is clear that at a more micro level, organizations should be brought back into network-level research to investigate, for example, how, on one hand, organizations are affected by their engagement in different types of networks and how, on the other hand, organizations get ready for networking. On a more macro level, the more or less recursive interplay between whole networks and regional clusters, organizational fields, or complete societies should also be put on the agenda of network researchers.
Although our review has focused on theoretical and empirical issues relevant to network researchers, there are important practical considerations as well. In particular, when governments, communities, foundations, or regional industry groups think about how they can improve their economy, disaster preparedness, competitiveness, health and well-being of citizens, and so on, collaboration through an interorganizational network is an approach that is increasingly utilized. The focus of these government and private groups is on large-scale outcomes that can be accomplished through the collective efforts of multiple organizations. In other words, emphasis is on the whole network and not on the specific relationships that any one or pair of organizations maintains. As a result, it is imperative that network researchers understand how whole networks operate, how they might best be structured and managed, and what outcomes might result. At present, network researchers in business, public management, and health care services have only a marginal understanding of whole networks, despite their importance as a macro-level social issue. Enhancing this knowledge is clearly a challenge that researchers in all sectors must take seriously.
Despite all the efforts we have made to present a complete review of network-level research, the study has clear limitations. Admittedly, the search procedure we used was somewhat subjective, so that some studies that might be considered to be at the network level of analysis may not have been included. Our search process was narrowly focused but serves to point out the relative dearth of empirical literature on the topic, despite a considerable amount of conceptual discussion. Nevertheless, we are convinced that we have compiled the vast majority of the studies carried out on this level of analysis. We have investigated this research in a way that should provide useful insights for future researchers choosing either to focus on whole networks or to include this important level of analysis in even more complex multilevel analyses of interorganizational networks.
